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A revolution in data Fathering systems
began in the late 50's because there was; (1) a
need for •--onsolidating data from many sources in-
to a single data base, (2) the need for maintain-
ing data integrity and, (3) the need for the
experimenter to observe the computed results
during..  an experiment. The advent of the computer
introduced stored program concepts to data
gathe:ring and raised the qualifications of support
personnel by introducing disciplines identified as;
the Customer Engineer (CE), the Analyst, and the
Prigran,mer. The computer caused a complete
c)rzlic evolution of the data gathering system by
transforming the distributed hardware system of
the early 1950's to the large central computer
system concept of the late 1960's. The central
computer syste.n soon produced increasing soft-
ware costs and un, eliable availability to the
experimenter, whic-h resulted in the evolution of
the distributed computer systems concept of the
1970's. The net gain in the e. -lu'ionary chain
was the common data base, data . ,tegrity,
experiment control and real time processing.
During the early years dramatic changes
evolved slowly. The revolution picked up momen-
tum as computer technology advanced from discrete
logic to medium scale integrated circuits (NISI),
and finally to large scale integrated circuits (LSI)
where many functions could be performed by a
single component that took the place of thousands
of discrete components filling up several chassis.
These advs:.y es in the computer industry impact-
ed both the data gathering and the control fields
in that it became possible for their functions to be
combined. This combination of functions was
reinforced by the distributed computer system
which allows the experimenter to interact with the
experiment to obtain more reliable data.
The revolution is continuing with the com-
ing of the micro-processor and micro-computer.
It appears that the micro-processor will become
powerful enough to move into many of the system
functions presently performed by the minicom-
puter. The minicomputers in turn are growing in
capacity and continue to encroach on the big com-
puter's functions by fulfilling the increased
demands placed upon the data gathering systems
for real tirne anewers in the fields of dynamics,
stability, ralety of test and reduced environmental
pollt.tion.
INTRODUCTION
This paper summarizes data acquisition
systems used in NASA's wind tunnels from the
1950's through the present time as a baseline for
assessing the impact of minicomputers and micro-
computers on data acquisition and data processing.
Early data gathering systems were basically d:t-
tributed systems with data processing almost
completely accomplished manually. Data reduc-
tion typically took from weeks to months depend-
ing on its complexity and the amount of data being
processed.
Data gatherin g systems of the 1960's pro-
vided quantum jumps in performance over earlier
systems due to the introduction of solid-state
components and minicomputer systems to the
measuren,ant of DC: and low frequency phenomena.
Digital systems could provide a five to ten-fold
increase in end-to-end data accuracy not possible
with FNf/FN1 or other analog data acquisition
techniques. 4 major advance during this period
was the introduction of the minicomputer to data
processing which significantly shortened data
reduction times and reduced costs, resulting in
fewer manhours consumed in the data reduction
process.
Data systems evolved to basically single
media data records (tapes) with processing per-
formed on a central computer. The use of a
large central computer for data processing
became the by-word in 1968 and was really the
beginning of computer controlled data systems.
On-line processing and time share terminals at
the data system location were introduced in 1969
at Ames, further reducing data turn-around
times for quick look decision making. The use of
the time share evatem by the user community
however, w• as unpredictable and computer system
overload failures occurred frequently. There-
fore, the engineer often reverted tc the cumber-
some process of manually processing data for
real time analyses.
Other than the minicomputer, significant
advances in data gathering during the 60's were
primarily front-end related. The minicomputer
added nothing to the accuracy of acquired data.
1{ow, ever, the introduction of the high quality,
wideband differential DC amplifier produced
greater dynamic analog signal conditioning accur-
acies than the earlier chopper amplifiers.
Related developments introduced during this per-
iod included the autoranging DC amplifier (1960,
MOS-FET multiplexers (1966) and MSI logic
(1968-i0), as well as computer-controlled pro-
grammable amplifiers. [hiring this period, data
throughput rates were advancing from less than
2000 W PS (the early 1960's) to 125, 000 W PS
(the early 70 1 s). The hardware advances helped
reduce the data system's power, heat and space
requirements ►nd increased reliability. The
higl• er word rates, plus more data points per test
combined to dictate the use of the digital compu-
ter to reduce the massive amounts of data acquir-
ed. The negative aspects of the computer related
to the software systems explosion in the late
1960's and the start of spiraling software costs.
Also during this period n acne data users lacked
confidence in some of the data because they did
not (or were not able to) participate in the soft-
ware development.
The late 60's and early 1970's saw the
introduction of the advancement of several con-
cepts; (1) the use of solid-state remote multi-
plexing, (2) the integration of signal conditioning
with the PCM encoder and (3) the computer-
controlled data gathering system. Proliferation
of minicomputers in data systems resulted in a
trend tnwa-ris decentralization of the computer
function so that today (1975) the distributed
systems with potentially more than one mini-
computer per system are on the drawing boards.
The introduction of the microprocessor
and the projected lower costs of micro's coupled
with currently tumbling costs for mini's coupled
with spiraling software costs is einforcing the
trend towards distributed syste.ns. It is safe to
say that by 1980 multiple microprocessors will be
used in a single system for dedicated hardware
type tasks so that the minicomputer (which is
growing in power) can be dedicated to more so-
phisticated real time data processing tasks.
SYSTEMS OF THE 1950's
I7a:a gathering systems can be linked to the
beginning of man and can be traced historically
along with man's technological advancements.
Those systems form the prime elements used in
observational research. Edwin P. Ht.rtman, in
his book "Adventures in Research" says "Experi-
ment might be thought o. as a form of observa-
tional research such as that used in astronomy,
but instead of w,ir.rg for nature to speak in her
own good time and place, we ;­ k  her questions
and deliberately force her to speak at a time ano
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place of our choosing. She withholds nothing
from those clever enough to ask the right ques-
tions. Our questions are asked by confronting
her with a cunningly devised situation or mechan-
ism to which she must react. " Some of the
devices and wechanism referred to by hr.
Hartman err Nind Tunnel Facilities used in
aeronautical research.
The easy wind tunnel data systems
(prior to 1950) used in these facilities were a
conglomeration of analog instruments, each
measuring a specific parameter. There were
manometer boards for measuring pressures
(refer to Figure 1), panel meters for measuri
temperatures/powe. /positions, induction type
transducers for measuring angular rotation,
shadow-graph and Scheleran systems for mea-
suring aero-dynamic air flow, and Toledo scales
for measuring aero-dynamic forces. The
experimenter, was part and parcel of 0%is data
gathtring system which provided the control
funct! i, as well as the recording function by
taking photographs of the manometers and aero-
dynamic flow as well as manually recording the
readings of the seal ► s and meters. During this
period data was reduced by a team of mathema-
ticians using mechanical calculators. The pro-
cessing of data for some tests could take as
long as 6 months. In tests that required mea-
suring many parameters, engineering teams
(as many as 15 engineers) were required to
monitor the various displays and recorded re-
sults. Few reports were produced as the
product of these experiments because of the long
time required to reduce the data.
Figure 1	 TOM
At the beginning of the 19S0's, jet propulsion,
rocket propulsion vehicles and air foil testing
spirited the perfection of strain Rage transducers
(resistance elements). These transducers were
employed in ingenious devices for measuring
pressures and forces. Since the output of a strain
Rag! is an analog volta g e proportional to the resis-
tance change, recording and display devices such
as osciilographs, oscilloscopes and strip chart
recorder n were added to the growing number of
instruments used in aeronautical vehicle testing.
further, since these transducers were small,
larger numbers were used in each experiment.
This further increased the complexity of data
gathering and processing as well as the cost for
each experiment.
fly the middle of the 1950's, the increase
in het, rocket vehicle as well as air foil testing
placed a great demand for measuring more par-
ameters with a higher degree of accuracy. (here
was also a demand for faster processing of data,
and for consolidatirI3 the data on various media to
one common data base. These needs, gave rise
to the era of automatic digital data gathering
systems, and were the beginning of t'^e revolution
in data collection. Up to this point in time, im-
provements in measurement technology and data
collection systems were slow in maturing.
However, during the next fifteen years advances
in device technology permitted vast improvements
in data collection systems.
Automatic digital data acquisition systems
emerged by 1958, as transducers were mounted
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on the model and peripheral instrumentation was
added for monitoring special tunnel parameters.
The basic elements of data gathering systems of
this period were; (1) a conditioning element con-
sisting of A number of presample filters and
amplifiers, (2) a measurement element consisting
of a stepping switch scanner that scans the output
of the amplifiers and sequentially connects each to
an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) that converts
the analog signal to an equivalent digital value and,(3) a control element that initiated the measure-
ment cycle upon command and 'recorded the digi-
tized results on HIM cards or Taper tape as well
as listing the data on keyboard printers. this
type of data system +s depicted on I iv,ire 2, a
block diagram of typical hardwired data acquisi-
tion systems of the late 1950's.
Data reduction was performed at a
separate computer facility. The computers oper-
ated on data from either punch cards or paper
tape and provided as results lists of data values.
fly 1958, some forward thinking institutions
hardwired a number of the data gathering systems
to the facility's ventral computer; thereby allow-
ing the computer to bypass the card or paper tape
media and to process the data as it was digitised.
This was called "on-line pr,;.:esslnj^". The
results M'eie transmitted over lung, lines to a
keyboard printer and a plotter used for monitor-
ing computer results. The plotters used were
the analo g type that had internal loci. Nhich con-
verted the computer output to plotter drive sig-
nals.
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Ames Research Center was one of the many
organizations that purchased and implemented a
system similar to that depicted on Figure Z.
However, the first hardwired link to the central
computer was not successful so a paper tape link
was used until 1970. The early systems employeC
one of two commonly us-d measuring systems;
the first was a null balancing potentiometer type
using a shaft angle for digitizing, the second was
an electronic tube design that used a time varying
reference to convert a voltage signal into a pro-
portiinal time signal. (I)
The data system procured by Ames m the
latf. 1950 ' s for the unitary transonic wind tunnel
was a sequential digital recorder mane by the
Austin Company of New York. A photograph of
the Austin System is presented in Figure 3.
The system consisted of a program board; a
multiplexer composed of a 100 point stepping
switch and relay logic; a measuring circuit cor-
sisting of a null balance potentiometer arid a
shaft angle digital converter; ar.d a keyboarr
printer with the appropriate control and storage
logic. A functional block diagram of the Austin
System is shown in Figure 4. This system was
capable of scanning up to 100 analog voltage
sources at a rate of &Lout 4 channels per second.
It had the following e ► ectrical characteristics;
• Mange f 3mV to t 30mV in 20 steps
• Automatic T ero suppression
• Resolution of +I part in 10, 000
• Accuracy .25'", of Full Scale
Figure 3
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The apparent discrepancy between the
accuracy and resolution was justified by the claim
that 0. 12o Full Scale absolute accuracy was not
the goal. However, repeatablity of each measure-
ment was required to about 0 . 03°'. Full Scale.
This requirement lead to an error budgeting type
of hardware specification (e.p,., the accuracy was
specified as DC plus the offset errors, plus
lirearity errors. plus noise errors, plus digitiz-
ing errors). Inis method of specifying accuracy
is a misnomer since it specifies the maximum tol-
erab l e errors; in spite of this fact the practice of
specifying worst case, root mean square errors or
average errors in this way continues to this day.
SYSTEMS OF THE EARLY 1960's
"rho systems of the early 60's were a large
improvement over the hand recordings, photo-
graphs, and manual measurement techniques of
the 1950 ' s, but they still had major draw - backs.
They provided little or no common mode reject-
tion, narrow bandwidth, low slowing rate and
they were not reliable. Since these systems
were characterized as DC measuring systems,
dynamic data (2lfz to about 1011z) during this per-
iod was recorded on oscillographs and later was
digitized and reduced off-line.
During the early part of the 1960 ' s (1961
to 1964) research provided advancements in com-
ivion mode rejection, ampl!!wr slewing rate,
matched filter response and grounding techniques.
Systems employing all solid state design wrre
appearing in the n7;irket place.	 These first solid
state systems used discrete transistors in a num-
her of new circuits. From this time on, the
advancements in the semiconductor field forced
rapid changes to occur in data gathering systems
as well as in the computer industry.
One of the first solid state systems em-
ployed by NASA was purchased from Beckman by
Langley Research Center. Two years later Ames
Research Center procured a similar system (the
Beckman 210 System) employing a sophisticated
potentiometric amplifier design and a state-of-
the-art analog-to-digital converter system made
by Packard !tell Corporation.
The High Speed Beckman Z'10 System was
installed in the newly constructed 3.5 Ft. Ilyper-
sonic Wind Tunnel o ff r). It was a second gen-
eration system whose performance characteris-
tics were tailored to the transducers used in the
wind tunnel and to the functional requirements r.
the experimenter. This system uses an am- ..fier
per channel. It has a 100 channel input capacity
(expandable to 400 c`iannels through stepper
switches) with a fixed sample rate of 2.5 KSPS.
It has 0.01 Full Scale ( F. S. ) resolution, pro-
vides 1L0 db Common 'Mode Resection from DC to
6011z. and pr Ades data accurate to 0.3`^^ F. S.
(worst case) across dates bandwidths of DC to
1011z. Its recording media is digital magnetic
tape in a blocked / gipped format compatible with
the IBNI 704 and 70 . 0 Computer. A photograph
of the High Spee .1 Beckman : 10 System is shown
in Figure 5.
Some of the operaticnal features of the
Beckman System are data display, difference
check, limit start, manual start, calibration.
error checks, type data and tape playback.' A
classical display mode is provided where any
channel can be selected for continuous data dis-
play while the system is recording all data being
acquired. The Difference Check feature nieasures
the integrity of the analog front end by verifying
the similarities of data on a channel -to -channel
comparison. The Difference Check is performed
by comparing the first or reference channel to
each succeeding channel. Each difference is then
compared to a selected digital out -of -tolerance
unit value. When an out -of -tolerance occurs an
error condition is generated and the data system
is halted. This feature is a valuable aid in both
maintenance and in real time operation. A sim-
plified block diagram of the (Beckman System is
presented on Figure 6.
The Limit Start feature starts a data
gathering cycle whenever an input function is
Equai -To -Or -Less - Than IETOLTI some predeter-
mined value. This feature is used to complete
the loop in a control situation. The Manual Start
and Calibrate functions are self-eKplanatory. In
the latter mode, the system automatically checks
itself against a known internal standard. This
operation is functionally similar to the standard-
ization technique used in counters. Phe Error
Check feature tests the integrity of the digital
circuits. In this mode, the system checks for the
presence of forbidden digital codes that may he
generated during the course of a data gathering
cycle. This is essentially a form of parity
checking.
The type mode anti Playback nerve use an
electric typewriter as an .output device, In the
Type mode, data is transmitted directly to the
typewriter for printing. In the Playback made.
data to read frun, the magne t ic tape unit and print -
ed o,.t on the t ypewriter. Data processing is
performed during the Limit and Difference Check
mime. The coi..ptrxity o, processing the Beckman
System would not be t e rmed processing by today's
standards in the light if current computer systems.
However, at the time this system was brought on-
line, it represented a state. -of- t he -art system
that set trends in the fields of data gathering.
Even today, system performance featares of the
Beckman System are emula t ed by current data
gathering systems.
Another (Beckman 210 Systein was procured
ancii installed in the unitary (rartsonic wind tun-
nels on or about 1964. This system provided a
rned'. um speed data recording capability (DC to
1Hz bandwid t h). It sampled up to 300 channels of
data at a rate of 10 SPS. Phis system was an cff-
shoot of the Beckman high Speed System and the
predecessor of a class of Beckman Systems called
DF.\TIRS. A photograph and block diagram of the
Beckman 'Medium Speed Data. Recorder are shown
in Fii ure 7. This Beckman System had only six
(6) amplif i ers that were wired to six (6) separate
5n-point stepping switches eniersed in silicon oil.
Each stepper was aiternately stepped with the
others held stationary, to allow the amplifiers to
settle to DC conditio .s. The procedure was
called " leap frug i: ing". Ruth the Hi g h Speed and
t
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Medium Speed Heckman systems are representa-
tive of the systems in the early 60's.
SYSTEMS n: THE LATE 1960's
About 19tA, integrated circuits began to
appear in the market place, spurring significant
advances in both the data gathering system and the
computer system design. The period of 1965 to
1970 was a dynamic period for the electronic
industry. Integrated circuits evolved from Resis-
tance Coupled (RTL), to Transistor-Diode Coupled
(TTI.) logic. Each of these circwt concepts ob-
soleted the previous development. Integrated
circuit technology during this period evolved to
Medium Scale Integrated (MSI) and finally to
Large Scale Integrated (LSI) logic. Rapid
changes in integrated circuits as well as soft-
ware technology obsoleted systems prematurely
(in a period of 5 years or less) and the cost of
obsolescence was borne by both the user as well
as the manufacturer. The technological adv..nce-
ments in the semiconductor field resulted in
lower hardware costs, miniaturization of aystenis
and increased capability.
Concurrent with advances in integrated
circuits, the minicomputer (computers costing
less than $25, 000) (2) started to impact the data
gathering and measurement field. Minicomputers
represented in inexpensive source of logic that
permitted data sampling and routing between the
Figiire 7h
central processor and a nurnbe!r of peripheral
units such as magnetic tape units, line printers
and keyboard entries. The early minicomputer
data systems were plagued with hardware failures
and they lacked software to support many of the
peripherals such as Analog -to -Digital Converters
(ADC's), discs, plotters, CRT's, etc. , needed to
enhance data gathering and processing. They
were generally limited to memory size, due to
the high cost of the memory. This forced system
manufacturers or users to write efficient machine
language programs so as to conserve expensive
core memory. In spite of these limitations, the
minicomputers represent d a cost effective logic
element when a number of peripheral units were
required. The cost of minicomputer systems
normally exceeded $50, 000, which generally
became the dividing line for computer operated
data gathering systems during this early period.
Ground based systems costing more than $50, 000
were generally implemented with minicomputers
while systems costing less were implemented
with hardwired controllers.
Thy advent of minicomputers provided the
system manufacturers with the capability of re-
placing the hardware controller of the data acqu ► -
sition system with a small computer system or a
large scale computer system. This had the net
effect of dividing the computer industries into
two camps; those who supported a ''dedicated
minicomputer" for each data acquisition system
and those who supported the "big computer"
system that would service a number of user app l i-
cations. By 1968, there was a proliferation of
minicomputer manufacturers whose main interest
was in selling hardware. They dazzled the user
community by publishing many detail hard y. are
performance specifications, suppressing s de-
ficiencies in the system software and idea.izing
the potentials of a computer system.
The user community, on the other hand,
wanted data systems that would have the opera-
tional simplicity .f the hardwired system, the
computing power of the big computer and adver-
tized cost of the minicomputer system. In short,
the data gathering community wanted a single
system capable of gathering and processing data
over the entire spectrum of interest.
The industry responded to user and
economic pressures of the times and proceeded
to develop data systems with three basic archi-
tectures; ( I ) the hardware (logic ) controlled data
system, (2) the ri. ►nicomputer operated data
system and ( 3) the big computer operated data
system. The hardware controlled systerns ern-
ployed signal conditioners, a multiplexer and
either a conventional (successive aprroximating
type) analog -to -digital converter or the Integrat-
ing Digital Volt Meter (IDVM). The latter system
found ride spread use in the user commmtnity
interested in static measurements because of its
greater resolution and lower noise susceptibility.
Hardware Controlled Data Systerns - The
hardware controlled IDVM data systems were
configured with electromechanical multiplexers;
► .e., a stepping switch, reed relay or cross-bar
scanner connected to the g l i p .ded input of the
IDVM. The output of the IDV%l was connected to
a control unit that interfaced to any one of a nurn-
ber of peripheral contr _'I ers such as paper tape
or magnetic tape. ID% %I systems were pioneered
by VIDAR and Hewlett-Packard (HP). They were
a great improvement over the systems of the
early 1960's because the IDVM'• perform pure
integration in real time, making them ideal for
applications having noisy environments. Since
i itegration takes time, and the scanning rate was
slow, systems were implemented with inexpensive
electromechanical scanners, which reduced the
system cost per channel. The IDVM type of data
systems are characterized by their high common
mode rejection (140db), high resolution (0.01"%
F.S.), high accuracy (0.01°0) and large channel
measuring capacity (up to 2000 channels with
slave scanners). In addition, these systerns had
manually programmable integration periods (by
program board) and automatic gain control.
Further, the slow data processing speeds of the
IDVNI and the stepping switch scanners made
these systems ideally suited for use as analog
linkages to minicomputer and large central
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computer systerne. A photograph of a Vidar
IDVht system used in the Ames calibration labora-
tory is shown on Figure 8.
Minicomputer Operated Data Systems -
rhe second data gather ing system archi-
tecture used a dedicated minicomputer to provide
all the logic necessary to operate the analog link-
ugs eyetern as well as to output to recording de-
vices. The analog system varied from the simple
electromechanical scanners connected to separate
IDVMS up to sophisticated Amplifier/Filter/
Sample •• and-Hold per channel data systems with
solid state multiplexers coupt _d to high speed
analog -to -digital converters. Sampling rates
ranked from 40 SPS for the former to 20, 000 SPS
for the latter. In addition, these data systems
provided real time control of the linkR`c aystertt
controlling gain, integration period, automatic
calibratior, random selection of channels and
measurement functions such as ohms, frequency,
voltage, etc.
It was during this period that the user
showed increased interest in digitally acquiring
dynamic data that was previously acquired through
FM analog recording techniques. The user com-
munity representing helicopter interests wanted
to acquire data having a frequency spectrum from
DC to 10011x. Sonte members of the space science
community wanted to acquire data in a closed loop
control mode having a frequency spectrum front
DC to 5011z. On the other hand, the life science
community wanted to conduct several experiments
at the same time. The needs of the user com-
munity at Ames were broad, and therefore, a
figure 8
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number of systems were implemented during the
late 61's. A photograph c * Ames' first minicom.
puter operated data acquisition system. driven by
a Digital Equipment Corp. Model PUP-S is shown
on Figure 9.
lArge ConVuter Data Systems - The third
approach to the data gathering. '`.li•i big computer"
approach was based on time sharing a large scale
computer data processing center with the user
community. The large scale computer system
was not cost effective when used as a dedicated
data gathering system. The payback on a large
scale computer system would have to be in the
order of a million dollars or more per year for a
.ve to six year period. Therefore. the large
se.le eompnter approach to data gathering was to
service several wind tunnel facilities on a time
share mode. This approach received much great-
er support by the user community when the naked
minicomputer concept was advanced in about
1968 (3). The naked minicomputer concept ad-
vanced the idea that a "smart" terminal capable
of data gathering linkages could be designed with
a minimum instruction set consi st ing of :he
following:
• FETCH
• STORE
• INPUT
• OUTPUT
• BRANCH ON ZERO
• BRANCH ON NOT ZERO
• UNCONDITIONA L BRANCH
• BRANCH AND SAVE.
• METCRN
In addition. the naked mini would be configured
with sufficient memory to store the required num-
ber of scans of data prior to transmitting it to the
central data processor. This approach showed
great promise and as a result, a number of c,•n-
trel lers appeared on the market such as the IBM
2780X. About 1 1470 1BM introduced the System 7
which w.s designed around the naked mini concept.
The philosophy at Ames during this period was to
time share the Central Data Processing Canter
with both the wind tunnel community and the re-
search community at large. As illustrated in
Figure 10. a system consisting of Duplex IBM
360-67's were connected to the wind tunnel data
gathering units via the data crmmunication n unit
(composed of a naked mini r.nd i keyboard entry
unit). This approach to d •.ta gathering was ini-
tially attractive to the data user because a large
scale computer with powerful operating system
software, virtually unlimited memory. and a wide
variety of peripherals were made available under
his command. The large scale computer system
provides more accurate reduced data than a dedi-
cated minicomputer presently provides. It has
better editing and reporting facilities and inter-
faces to the user through a high level language
that in easier to understand than macht.. • code.
It has a further advantage in that a single vendor
can maintain the software and hardware. which
is heroming increasingly impor t ant with current
TC3303
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systems.
There are some major Qlaadvsnta g eo to
the large scale computer aTpr.•,,:h to data gather-
ing and real time processing which are a result of
the time sharing software @ystenis used to Imple-
ment them. rho Time Share systems are com-
plicated, and therefore are usually operated and
maintained by a separate organizrt'on other than
the data users. Furthermore. complications
result from the need for user interaction with the
system, which occurs from day-to-day (or from
toot-to -test). The following is a list of some of
the major objections to a large scale computer
system functioning in the data acqui-ition mode:
1. System response to user demands are long
on the average.
1. Frequent oyster down times are experi-
enced as a result of unpredictable utter
demands.
3. Now data acquisition and processing pro-
gram n and program changes are costly
and difficult to implement.
4. System operating costs are higher than
those of a distributed system.
S. The large scale computer adds nothing to
the accuracy of the acquired data.
6. The system is limited to real time proces-
sing of static data and limited control
function@.
7. The user is isolated from the process used
to cutain the final results.
The response time of n Time Share system
Is a function of the demands placed on the system
by the entire user community having access to the
central computer, the computer hardware cornple•
ment. the operating system software, the priori-
ties of each user and a number of other conditions.
However, the effective cycle time on a per user
basis is statistical In nature. end depends on com-
munity activity, software overherd. and the pro-
gram that the computer is executing for a given
user. In an unconstrained user system (Mhero
satisfying the largest user community is most
important) the on-line response time can vary
from 10 seconds to greater than n few minutes.
Even when the priorities of a certain user are
nigh, such an those that might he given to wind
tunnels, the system response times can be intol-
erable when it comes to making real time or near
real time decisions. Figure 11 are histograms
correlating predicted response to Ames' Time
Sharing System. the actual response of Ames'
Time Sharing System and the actual response of
an older dedicated computer system. These his-
tograms show that the actual performance of a
itme shared central computer system, an order
or two of magnitude more sophisticated than its
predecessor, provided less user capacity than
predicted and thus lower performance than the
dedicated computer it was to replace.
Frequent system down times occur in a
Time Share system, since any utter can, at times,
cause the system to be overloaded. The effects of
is
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the changir.	 amic environment of the central
computer	 esult of unpredictable user de-
rnan6a ;	 a degree of unre:iability to this sys-
tem's enncept. System software changes, that
are irstituted by the computer operations organi-
zation in order to improve the system response,
may and can impact other users who were not the
direct cause of the change. This, on the average,
appears to the user as a random system failure
and results as user down time even though the
system may be considered to be operating by those
charged with system operation responsibilities.
New software programs and program
changes can require from weeks to several months
of lead time for implementation while debugging
these new programs can :. I-e an additional month
or two. As a result. each new software change
must be planned months in advance. This type of
planning is difficult as program changes usually
involve new ways to display either the raw data,
and/or the test results. Planning is further com-
pounded by sone additional last minute require-
ment for calculation of special tunnel parameters.
Since the calculation algorithms are usually inte-
grated with the data gathering and control function,
the whole data acquisition program must be de-
bugged in order to determine the interactions of
the program changes. This causes long software
debug times and prevents the fast turn-around time
needed by the data user. In addition, the resulting
program is in a continuous state of change and,
therefore never completely checked out. Pro-
grams of this type, that integrate well defined data
acquisition requirements u l th the changing data
display rejulrenlents of a •, cific test, usually
are translated to unreliable systern operat -n.
Systern operating costs per hour o- . irg..
computers are high because of the large caFitsl
investment, the manpower required to maintain
and operate the computer system and the I ne"fi-
ciency introduced by the overhead sofh+C.ei.!. The
penalty of overhead software is inescapa.-le as it
re s ults from housekeeping software necessary to
service a large user community. The per user
price performance ratio of a large computer sys-
tem is low in comparison to that of a dedicated
computer approach. Large Time Share cor4 uters
have a relatively slow per user response, time on
the average which as previously mentioned, is
statistical in nature, preventing the user commun-
ity from acquiring and processing dynamic data in
real time. Most Time Share computer data gath-
ering systems were connected to remote data
gathering units through voice grade telephone
lines having data transfer rates of 2400 to 9600
bits per second (200 to 800 12-bit words/eecond
or 100 to 400 bytes/second). A photograph of the
Ames Synchronous Data Communications System
Terminal is presented on Figure 12. Aerodynamic
stability, flutter and vibration control testa re-
quire data rates that exceed S0. 000 bytes per
second (2S,000 WPSI and block sires of about
S00, 000 bytes (2S0, 000 words) for a single snap-
shot rec o rding of the event of interest. Therefore.
a S minute response time would require trans-
mission rate of 20, 000 bits per second. A one
minute response time is t , ,o long for HN,namic
Figure 12
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testing which corresponds to a data transmission
rate requirement of greater than 60.000 bits per
second. For these reasons re., 1 time dynamic
data gathering has required a dedicated computer
approach.
Finally, large computer systems isolate
the data user from the processing algorithm.
These systems are complicated and require
specialized personnel in tho field of program-
ming and computer sciences to implement some
of the special data processing algorithms. Nor-
mal errors in communications between the ex-
perimenter and the prograrmer usually result
in programmer innovations caused by a com-
munication gap. The wide span of disciplines
betw.ten the fields of corn^uter science and the
aerodynamic experimenter widen the communica-
tions gap between the programmer and the experi-
menter &rid the process for computing final results.
As a result, the wind tunnel experimenter's sup-
port for Time Sharing a large scale computer with
the user community at large dwindled. Conversely,
the functional capabilities of the large computer
sy-tenis has continued to set the standards for the
dedicated minicomputers used in real time data
gathe. ing systems.
The period between 1968 and the early
i970's brought about dramatic changes in real
time operating software systems, computing power.
and the number and types of low coat pe ,. :-iheral_.
During this period the experimenters re time
requirements continued to expand. The minicom-
puter continued to encroach on the domain of the
large scale computer. Special low cost hardware
options such as Floating Point Processors and
Fast Fourier Transform Processors gave the
minicomputer the capability of performing single
and double pr,., sion calculations, auto- and cross
correlation, s;, strum analyses and other correla-
tion functions.
SYSTEMS OF THE EARLY 1970's
The hardware performance characteristics
of the minicomputers stirred the imagination of
the user as well as the data gathering systems de-
digner. By 1972 the performance characteristics
of the minicomputers exceeded some of the per-
formance characteristics of the IBM-360/50.
This period 0070 to 1972) was the beginning of
the big minicomputer. Th- wind tunnel experi-
menter community at Ames saw these minicom-
puters (at lower prices) as the answer to their
data gathering and processing needs as well as
the vehicle for deliverance from the problems of
the large computer system.
Data gathering and control systems em-
ploying minicomputers prior to 1970 were limited
is computing power (16 bit single precision), core
capacity, operating software and the availability
of low cost peripherals. Sixteen bit resolution
met the da t a gathering requirements but fell short
of the computing needs for data processing in wind
tur.nil testing. In the scientific field, floating
point calculations were desired. If software noat-
ing point routines were used. the throughput rate
(input to computed results) was reduced by an order
of magnitude. Systems prior to 1`70 lacked good
operating software and this combined with limited
memory compounded the programming efforts.
The lack cif off-the-shelf software waa a major
limitation and its development for tha data user
proved to be a major expense to both the manu-
facturer of computer data gathering systems and
the user of such systems. Software dr. ,olopment
costs increased with increasing inflation. As the
user data system grew to meet new requirements,
the software needed to meet those new require-
ments in heavil y utilized minicomputer systems
had to be more efficient. Overlays and virtual
memory techniques were and are currently used
to extend memory. These la tt er techniques intro-
duce other problems such as time constraints due
to inefficiency, and unreliability due to _he noisy
wind tunnel environment destroying the overlay
process. B. 11. Boehani (4) addresses this piob-
lem in his paper, ''Software and Its Impact, Uuan-
tative Assessment '.
Figure I1 is a graph showing the variation
in the percentage of the total system cost attributed
to hardware and that attributed to the software
(proiected to 1985). This curve was based on a
+tt.dy made by the Air Force on several large com-
puter s y stems. The significant conclusions which
may be drawn from this data are that hardware
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costs are decreasing with the years while the soft-
ware costs are increasing, and that the hardware
costs ,f the current system are becoming a
smaller percentage of the total system costs
(Note: These cost figures are not normalized by
the inflationary rate). Figure 14 illustrates the
impact of software cost on a system with varying
degrees of utilisation. The curve indicates that
the cost of programming increases exponentially
as the system capabilities approach full utilisation,
also implying that a capable pr-)grammer reaches
programming difficulty at higher utilisation than
less Capable programmers.
Another factor which impacts the current
and future costs of the computer controlled date
gathering system is the price of Installed memory.
Installed core memory cost s hav, decreased from
$2.50 per byte in 1 1167 to $0.25 per byte in 1975.
This rep . esents more than a ten fold decrease
over an eight year period (because they have gone
down while inflation drove labor costs upward).
Along with these trends of core memory costs,
the costs for semiconductor memories have taken
even a steeper decline in cost/byte over the recent
years. The resultant message presented to the
user of a computer controlled data system is:
I. That those computer controlled data sys-
tems that exceed about 75 4 'o utilisation ,f
the CPU and memory will, on the average,
cost the user more to pr^gram and may
not he capable of performing new tasks.
2. That increasing the memory size of heavily
utilized systems can significantly decrease
0	 25	 50
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the cot. of system ope-ation and application
program software develol -*lent.
). That the user should procure data gathering
systems that initially make minimum use
of CPU and men.ory so that unknowns can
be accommodated.
4. That t) a user should shop around for a
minicomputer controlled data gathering
system that has high performance charac-
teristics and the largest memory expansion
capabilities.
The computer and syrtern manufacturers response
to the users requirements, to a ij• • • s txtent, has
produced systems designed to have memory expan-
sion capabii ties that exceed the addressing ability
of the 16 hit word. This memory expansion must
operate efficiently and wherever possible, micro-
processor and firmware implementation of specific
system functions roust be used to produce a cost
effective system. To this end, distributed com-
puter controlled data systems ^ an be a cost effec-
tive and efficient approach to the solution of the
data gathering, real time process and control
-equirements of the experimenter.
Current minicomputers used in data gather-
ing systems provide a definite advantage over
previous minicomputer symten) approaches. Part
of these advantages result from technological
breakthroughs in computer architecture and part
through the evolution of the data gathering system
architecture. It is not uncommon, today, to see
minicomputers with cache memory, memory
capacity of greater than 128K words and systems
with a large number of peripherals all of which
could only be found in the larger central computer
system a few years ago. Some of the major ad-
vantages of the. more powerful minicomputer
s y stems to the user community are!
I. Low cost performance and mo , alar
expandability.
2. Real time control and data processing.
3. Fast computer response times.
4. Systems tailored to the individual tasl
requirer..ents.
S. Systems which are easier to understand
and operate.
6.	 A single system that satisfies a m-Ajar
part of the user data gathering requirements.
Big computer performance for minicomputer prices
is a challenge which the minicomputer industry
has undertaken while n alcing a deep thrust into the
field of data gathering and real time processing.
At the present, the minicomputers have a strangle-
hold in the real time systems. Rig computer
performance is en.ulated through the use of high
+peed peripherals, fast cycle response, cache
memory and virtual memory as well as increased
memory response. One can equate data gathering
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all are affected by the number and speed of data
paths. Bandwidth B is affected by the memory
cycle time as well as the maximum sampling rate
of the analog linkage and conditioning unit (Alt).
The maximum memory sire Km M and the real
time operating system R interact with each other.
For example, if the memory size is small, a
severe constraint is placed on the operating sys-
tem features. If the memory is too large, then
the operating system becomes very complex be-
cause in order to service the large memory the
memory addressing requirements are increased
in size.
Theoretical exarrrples of systems such as
single servers and multiple servers utilizing
first-in first-out algorithm. has been investigated
by James Martin (5). Figure 15 are plots of rela-
tive response time (including wait and service
time)plotted against capat• 'lity (C) instead of
utilization for a single server-system with a
fir t-in first-out algorithm as the servicing rule.
These % ,rves state that for systems with low
capability (0. 1) the response times can be as high
as 10 times the average. The parameters that
affect this capability are those that affect utiliza-
tion.
Those parameters that the current mini-
computers have impacted are memory clock time
(T), arithmetic units (A), memory (M), peripherals
(P) and analog linkage and conditioning (Al c ). For
example, memory having a 330 n.nosecond cycle
time, coupled to a 32-bit single precision (64-hit
double precision) floating point processor with
30OKSPS sampling rates for the A lc are common
capability to the ability of the system to do that
extra job beyond the original design criteria. A
quantitative estimate of c-)mputer capability when
normalized to one could be expressed as excess
capacity shown mathematically by Equation 1:
Capability - (1 - P)	 Equation I
where: P equates to the data gathering system
utilization
In a time sharing or multitasking system, the
system utilization is given by }quation 2:
N
P	 1: (Pn + Po)	 quation 2
n=1
where: N = the number of users currently
using the system
P n
 = the fraction of the systeni utiliza-
tion given to User N
Po = the system overhead required to
service N users (a fraction of the utili-
zation)
In a time share system where each user is given
an equal portion of the systern P n is given by
Equation 3:
P
Pi _ N	 Equation 3
But the utilization of any computer data gathering
system is a function of its resources. The com-
puter resources are:
I.	 KtT = Effective instruction time. 	 T is
the memory cycle time, and Kt is a multi-
plying fatter.
2. Km M = Maximum computer memory size
where K., is a function of the computer
design.
3. KaA = Type of CPU Arithmetic Unit.
4. P = Type of peripherals.
S. B = Input/Output Bandwidth B which is in
terms of total words transferred between
user N and the CPU and peripherals.
6. R = The Real Time Operating Syatem.
7. A lc = The analog linkage unit and condi-
tioning.
System utilization quantatively stated is given by
Equation 4:
P _ kXf (Kt T, Km h1, KaA, B, P. R, Alc)
Equation 4
Some of the terms of equation 4 interact with each
other. For example, the terms Kt T, B and Al.
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•features in minicomputer systems today. Urge
mass storage devices such as 40 megaword discs
are also available for minicomputers. St. ong
holds $ which still remain to he impacted are
operating systems and system bandwidths. How-
ever, it is safe to predict a significant effort will
be made to improve real time operating systems
in the future. The system bandwidths depend on
a number of items which include data paths and
data path widths as well as I/O bus and .re ►rory
cycle time. For example, multiport memory
and discs effectively increase the data paths.
Some minicomputers like the PDP-11/7" have
memory data widths of 32 bit s
 from several peri-
pherals. The capability per user, that is the
Effective Capacity (C E ) is given in Equation 5:
CE s C k I-f (Kt T. Km^kt. A, B. P. R. Aic)
N	 N
In a large scale computer where the capa-
bility can be ( for example) 1000 times that of
minicomputer system the Effective Capacity can
be reduced measurably by the number of jobs and
design lkmitations. On the other hand, the capa-
bility of minicomputer systems can be increased
dramatically by adding another computer sub-
system And operating both in a distributed system
configuration. The effect is to provide, increased
memory capacity an6 greater bandwidth, resulting
in increased capacity for each computer on the
average. As capacity decreases, so does the
response time to service a user, therefore, it
can be seen that the minicomputer is only small
in terms of price. It is obvious from Equation 5,
that a large computer has a low effective capacity
when a large number of users are being serviced,
and tinder these circumstances the large com-
puter exhibits a narrow bandwidth. Real time
processing, however, requires wide bandwidths,
which in many instances can only be provided by
a dedicated computer, or a large scale computer
that is underutilized. Another term in real time
control and data processing is the power of a com-
puter. L. L. Constantine (6) defined the power of
a computer "R" in 1968, as ''the processing capa-
hility per second divided by the processin k require-
ments per event". Since that time several of the
parameters that were used to compute power
which included; data paths, data widths, cycle
time, instruction set, and types of process, have
shown significant improvements. Computer power
relates to the ability of process and control func-
tions in real time. Dedicated computer systems
can he tailored to the task desired and in some
cases, because of the low costs of minicomputers,
each task can warrant a standalone computer
system. Under these conditions a computer com-
plex can be designed so that each special function
is implemented very simply in hardware and soft-
toare. Examples of these types of systems are
the Dynamic Analysis or On-Board Systems of the
40' x 80' wind tunnel complex described later in
this paper.
Instrumentation in early years of operation
of the 40' x 80 ' wind tunnel had consisted of a num-
ber of small special purpose systems that perfor .+
both the dynamic and the static data gathering re-
quirements. The basic requirements i f the tunnel
wer.• a need for:
Data Gathering
Real Time Monitoring - Quick Look of
Dynamic Testing
Data Recovery From Analog Magnetic Tape
In most wind tunnels the user needs a quick
look capability where he select s the conditions that
he wants and records data. lie essentially takes a
snapshot of the model conditions and processes
this data in real time or near real time. The
affect is real time data selection resulting in a
reduction of the total data recorded. The systems
is easy for the user to understand because once
the system is set up all the user is required to do
is co actuate the record button for the next data
picture. The complex provides a single distrihuted
systems to perform, all the functions. The turn-
around time for reporting results can be effectively
reduc ed through the use of special purpose stand-
alon•s systems, as illustrated by the TNIX Report
written by Wayne Johnson and Jim Riggers (7) of
Arses. A test was conducted in the 40' x 80' Wind
Tun iel consisting of random vibration applied to
the .Yodel with real time data processing performed
by the Dynamic Analysis System. The results
were displayed in near real time on a CRT and
photographed within a few seconds after the data
was taken. Ouring this test raw back-up data was
recorded on the Wind Tunnel's Dynamic Recording
System. All required data was gathered and a test
report was published within a one month period.
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS OF THE
40' x 80' WIND TUNNEL (1975)
In the latter part of the 1960's Ames recog-
nised the shortcomings of the central computer
facility in servicing both wind tunnel facilities and
the research user community. The data acquisition
system designed for the 40' x 80' wind tunnel as
shown in block diagram form on Figure 16 is a
distributed, computer controlled system using a
medium sized computer as a Master Computer (8).
The complete wind tunnel systems is composed of
six (6) subsystems, five of which interface with
the master computer (a unidirectional data path)
and three with bidirectional paths which may be
controlled by the master computer. Two of these
three subsystems; the Dynamic Analysis System,,
and the On-Board System in turn used minicom-
puters for subsystem control and communications
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with the master computer. The Dynamic Analysis
System prviceases up to 12 channels of wideband
data performing histograms, autocorrelation,
cross correlation, impulse responses, Fourier
transforms. autospectrums, cross spectrums
and can linearly or exponentially average up to
51, 2 f)0 samples of data displaying the results on
a CRT terminal, X-Y Plotter or a printer. The	 ^`•`°—°
On-Board system monitors the majority of the 	 r	 Y'^
parameters in the model and architecturally de-
parts from the classical computer operated data
systems produced by the minicomputer industry. 	 « IYN	 ,^„^
A photograph and block diagram of the Dynamic
	 ^	 ^^	 '•"'•
Analysis System are presented on Figure 17 and
18 respectively.
NOTE: In an attempt to differentiate the dramati-
cally different architectures between Data	 M:.•.. -IIR
MNIµ 10	 =^4"Acquisition Systems incorporating mini-
computers the authors present the follow-	 Yw.
ing definitions :
	 " "'	 _"" "^	 ;^ ^•Y
I. A COMPUTER OPERATED DATA SYSTEM
^.N uan	 wrl.is one that uses the CPU' s memory for data
	
^'.•«^•..	 ;w".o"'	 h-^
point address storage and for routing of
data to peripheral devices. The computer 	 ..1,.	 « w•
must he programmed so that the equal time
interval equivalency of a hardware timed
PCM system is achieved for moving data
addresses and data via the CPU's bus
system.
2. A COMPUTER CONTROLLED Data System
is a multiple bus system that only uses the 	 Figure 18
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computer to initialize system operation
under softwarr control. Once acquisition
and routing of data to peripheral destina-
tions is started, the computer only services
Data Acquisition Unit failure interrupts
leaving it free, to perform real time data
processing (the computer can be halted
without interrupting the data acquisition/
display operation). This type of system
has multiple data paths.
Under these definitions the 40' x 80' wind
tunnel ' s On-Board system ' s an example of a
Computer Controlled data system providing a
great degree of modular configuration flexibility
without bystems design modifications. The On-
r:oard System (OHS) developed for Ames by Tele-
dyne Controls provides many features suitable to
the user requirements of the 40' x 80' wind tunnel
not available from classical instrumentation sys-
tems. Significant performance characteristics
include:
1. Remote multiplexing with integral signal
conditioning and transducer power supplies
drarna t 'cally reducing sensor cable lengths
(and costs) and system noise.
2. An autoranging gain programmable ampli-
fier in the Remote Multiplexer / Demulti-
plexer Unit (RMDU) which saves data which
would be lost due to full scale signal limit-
ing If the model gets out of control or if
signal scale factors are understated by the
experimenter during system programming.
3. A sophisticated built-in cali'oration/self-
test data cycle capability for dynamic
caltoration without opening sensor lines
(and for remote troubleshooting and diag-
nosis).
4. Over 2400 linearly programmable sampling
rates (50 WPS increments) which permits
the user to optimize data bandwidths and
reduce the amount of tape consumed for
history recordings of a test.
5. A high degree of operations reliability since
systern can acquire and record (and display)
data even though any peripheral device fails,
including the computer.
6. A system architecture in both hardware and
software where the computer power may be
upgraded and the peripheral complement
changed by Ames at any future time without
system design changes or existing hardware/
software obsolescence.
7. Remote unit architecture which permits in-
stant changeover from ground static+;; i^on-
trol to a firmware controlled IRIG VCh.11
system so the models may be frees NiRFR
tested with the same data system usbc i r'ien
the model is flow(, in the vend i' tine1.
8. A bi-direct.onai data ptoc.ta g ing arO)itc!c.
ture In the RMDU which permits it to be
included as part of a command/control
loop as well as providing the classical
data acquisition function.
Due to the wide variety of tests that are
performed on a model in the wind tunnel, and the
wide spectrum of models tested. OBS must have
the ability to readily change data sampling formats
(sampling rates), change the display of selected
parameters, gather data from multiple source,
and operate as a slave or standalone system.
These are the typics' requirements of current
data gathering systems.
The OBS is essentially divided into two
ma)or types of hardware; ( 1
 ) a rack mounted Data
Management / Display Subsystem (DMDS) for benign
ground based environments and (2) the ruggedi.-ed
(MIL-E-5400M) Rb1DU' s suitable for the harsh
environment of high performance military and
research aircraft. Figure 14 is a photograph of
the ground btation installed in the wind tunnel
control room. 'he miniaturized airborne RMDU' n
which are installed in the model, and a portable
test set for RMDU operation without the DMDS.
The Data Management and Display Sub-
system can be operated as a slave to a master
computer or as a standalone rata system receiving
instructions from an operator via data terminal/
keyboard inputs. It is capable of controlling the
acquisition of data from up to 27 RMDU's, pro-
viding data point capacity in excess of 10, 000
channels at software selectable word rates of 250
to 125, 000 words per second in increments of 50
words per second. As shown on Figure 20, a
block diagram of the OBS, acquired data can be
distributed in ret.l time to the p iaster computer.
to a bar graph CRT display (up to 128 data points).
to a strip chart recorder (up to 32 data points),
to one or both of two analog magnetic tape record-
ers (B10 -L or DM-M format) or to the DMDS's
minicomputer for data processing in real time.
The DMDS can be utilized as a ''quick-
look" playback facility for preprocessing and
display of data previously recorded on magnetic
tapes in any of the standard IRIG PCM formats.
Initializatior information consists of the remote
acquisition unit Identifier and data point address
(card and channel), amplifier gain for each analog
channel, each daia points required sampling rate
and the desired data output (peripheral) destina-
tion requirements. This information may be
entered locally via punched paper tape or from
the master computer. Resident software generates
a ''master sampling format" with sub-commuta-
t:o,t and super-commutation as required. Em-
beildeti within the master data cycle are the minor
u'c a cycle sampling formats for the individual
recorder outputs, complete with software con-
•rpll?o l e frame synchroni7atia i patterns. Con-
verm:ot, if rhr nhtDS `t om the di t;t acquisition
TC3306
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Imode to the data playback or data reduction mode
can be performed dynamically under interrc+,t
control.
The ORS has two basic modes of ny stem
operation; 01 On-Line and (2) Off-line. In the
On-Line mode the DMDS is slaved to the master
computer. As a standalone data system in Off-
Line mode all machine functions are controlled
locally by an operator through an interactive
CRT terminal. In either mode of operation, the
DMDS controls the acquisition of data from the
RKIDU(s) or other (foreign) PCM systems in the
model and outputs the acquired data to any one
(or to all) of six output devices. All key system
parameters are under software control of the
DKIDS's minicomputer. The storage medium for
the r+• ta acquisition sampling format is a 4 (196
word x 18 bit semiconductor random access for-
mat memory (with parity), while the stain memory
for the CPIJ consists of 28K words x 16 bit core
RAM supported by a 1.25 niegaword disk system.
The format memory can accommodate a single
data cycle of approximately 2000 data points or
multiple data cycles of smaller sire. For future
dxpansion, or to satisfy requirements for in-
creased data cycle sires, the storage capacity of
the format memory can be incrementally expanded
to 16K words by the addition of tip to four standard
4K word memory modules. When multiple samp-
ling formats are stored in the Format Memory,
the DMDS can switch formats in less than 80
microseconds by software command from the
minicomputer, thus dynamically changing the
system configuration to meet changing test con-
ditions. The key feature here is that the ORS
is a computer controlled multiple bus system
where the CPU is only used for system initialisa-
tion and real time processing/control functions.
During data acquisition and display the CPIT can
be halted, turned off, or can fail without affecting
the data acquisition process. Conv ersely, by
being under CPU control dynamic changes in sys-
tem configuration can be implemented during a
test. Real time data processing is only limited
by the power of the minicomputer. The modular
expansion capability of ORS and its multiple bus
system give it the wide bandwith necessary to
apply it to unforseen tasks which may develop as
requirements during its life cycle.
Since Ames Research Center has an in-
vestment in existing data acquisition equipment,
it was necessary for the Dh4DS to simultaneously
accept data from both RMDU's and existing F'CM
equipment, which may he installed in the models
using any one of the standard IRIG formats. To
satisfy requirements for widaly varying data
acquisition rates, the DMDS can provide a master
data cycle for data acquisition %ith minor data
cycles imbedded within the master cycle. It has
the capability of delivering either the master data
cycle and/or minor data cycles at semi-asynchro-
noun word rates to the various destination devices.
Master date cycle flexibility is achieved by a soft-
ware controllable time bass generator in the
RMDU controller which incorporates "phase.
lucked-loops" to synthesize asynchronous frequen-
cies for the worn rate generators.
A format generation software system
assembles a standard PCM sampling format from
initialization data consisting of RMDU address,
Rtv1DU card select, channel select, amplifier gain,
required sampling rate and data destination and
produces punched paper tapes of the format
memory contents as an archivable record. The
sampling format may he stored in both the CPU's
core memory and on the disk. During system
initialization it is transferred to the forrtiat
memory section of the DMDS where it is accessed
by the RMDU controller for transmission of data
point addresses in serial format to the RMD111s,
which nay be located up to 250 feet away in the
model. Additional information stored in format
rnernory consists of output port destination con-
trol information and pointers to the next words
to be fetched from format memory. Acquired
data is routed to anv or all of up to eight destina-
tion ports (six are presently mechanized). In
addition to the real time displays, data can be
routed to two different magnetic tape recorders
(or parallel tracks of the same recorder) Kith
individually programmable word rate, word
len¢th and hit location controls, to the roaster
computer (block transfer), and/or to the ntini-
contputer for real time computation. Data point
information routed to the bar gra p h and strip
chart recorder are displayed in real time, and
can be chanced by the system operator during a
test via the CRT/Keyboard terminal.
Eit'ler the master data cycle or minor
data cycles (or both) can he directed either or
both serial tape recorder ports. Each serial
recorder port is a software pro g rammable data
formatter and timing subsystem which can he
programmed to produce a unique IRIG standard
PCNI minor data cycle which nray, or may not be
related to the size of the miior data cycle of the
RMDU controller. Each serial recorder format
controller's winor data cycle, however, is
synchronized to the RMDU controller master data
cycle by its "end of cycle". Thereby, the common
time denominator bet-.veen the Rh1DU controller
and each serial recorder format controller is the
master cycle rate of the RMDU controller. The
word rates of the serial recorder ports are simply
the master "cycle rate" multiplied by the number
of words out of the data cycle that are recorded
on that recorder track. Either serial recorder
format controller can provida •;ubcommutation or
sizpercommutation capability with software pro-
grammable frame synchronization patterns. This
multiport capability for serial recorder data for-
matting permits division of the acquired data
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•bandwidth (additional serial recorder furmat
controllers can be added at any future time to
supplement the two presently installed) so that
longer data recording cycles per reel of tape can
be achieved even when using the 125K WT'S maxi-
murn throughput rate of the system.
OBS software is divided into five basic
categories; (1) A Paper Tape Software System,
(2) Diagnostic Programs, (3) A Data Acquisition
Processor, (4) A Real Time Disc Operating Sys-
tem and (5) A Sampling Format Generation Pro-
gram. Thcse programs provide a software
package which gives the programmer or experi-
menter the ability to exercise the memory, the
computer logic, the digital I/O interface units,
and all associated peripheral equipmer.t. The
p; per Tape Software System allows for software
program development and checkout. For program
development it provides an assembler, on-line
editing and debugging programs, and a dump
facility. As previously mentioned, the OBS Data
Acquisition Processor software provides for two
basic modes of system operation: (1) on-line
operation and (2) off-line operation. All software
is user oriented and provides an interactive Eng-
'ish language dialogue with the CRT/keyboard
operator.
Off-Line software permits the OBS opera-
tor to set up the system, and to use it in several
different standalone modes controlling any (if the
optional peripherals that are required for a speci-
fic test run. When the OBS is used as a ground
based PCM decommutation station, the same data
acquisition processor software controllable des-
tination (display) capability is provided as when
the system is operating in Real Time in the data
acquisition mode. Software for the off-line mode
of system operation is an modular as the hardware.
It presently provides twenty-one different sub-
modes for setup a:.d operation of the system as
listed in the following table:
(1) Input PCM Format Tape
(2) Output PCM Format Tape
(3) Input PCM Format Memory Tape
(4) Output PCM Format Memory Tape
(5) Setup RMDU Controller
(6) Setup RMDU Address Words
(7) Change RMDU Destination Bits
(8) Mark RMDU Bad Channels
(9) Setup Bit Synchronizer
(10) Setup Frame Synchronizer
(I OA) Setup Subframe Synchronizer
(11) Static Standardization
(12) Static Calibration
(13) Dynamic Calibration
(14) Data Collection
(15) Recorder Playback
(16) Record RMDU Data
(17) Verify RMDU Data
(18) Noise Measurement
(29) Self Test
(30) Debug
(31) Disk Boot
The Real Time Disk Operating System (RTS)
also communicates with the user to an interactive
mode through the keyboard entry unit (CRT ter-
minal). The RTS resides on the disc, with a n mall
statement core resident, and it services all sys-
tem peripherals. In addition to the monitor, it
contains a Linker, a Librarian. a File Utility
Program, an Editor, an Assembler, a Fortran 1V
Compiler and a real time operating n ystern.
The flexibility of a computer data acquist-
tion system such as ORS produces new r-parational
software requirements that were not present with
older data systems having hardware controlled or
(fixed data cycle sampling formats. The first goal
is gather no more data (or use any more channel
bandwidth) during n test than absolutely necessary.
The second goal is to sample each channel at a
rate necessary to faithfully reproduce the raw
data bandwidth. In order to accomplish these
goals it will he almost mandatory for the test
planner to construct a new sampling format data
cycle for each test. "rt) minimize data bandwidths
each data cycle designed should incorporate super-
commutation, subcommutation and sub-subcommu-
tation so as not to sample any channel more 3ften
than necessary and thus generate minimum word
rate and bulk raw data storage requirements (a
full bandwidth raw data tape should be made of
each test for archivahle reliability even though
data compression is applied to real tirtte opera-
tions). Developing a new data cycle map for each
test could r epresent a significant software • e-
curring cost if it were done manually as it has
been done in the past (when it was a nonrecurring
task). In recognition of this potentially significant
negative aspect of system flexibility. a soft-ware
design evolved from the CBS development which
should prove quite cost effective as an operational
tool.
The OBS format generation software can
ultimately reduce the laborious task of writing,
programming and documenting a sampling format
and producing correlative hardware configuration
control documents (down to the level of acquisition
hardware pin connections), to the preparation of
a simple English language listing composed of a
short list of overhead characterists of the test
program and a parameter list of the hardware
channel identifiers for each parameter and its
sampling rate.
The computer organt7es all parameters
having identical sampling rates into tables in
descending order of parameter number. It then
processes an algorithms which tests for super-
commutation, so as to develop the mainframe
rate of the data cycle and determine whether or
not the parameter table having the highest
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sampling rate i n processed by supercommutation
In the mainframe. If the supercommutation test
is not passed, the highest sampling rate will 1,e
selected as the mainframe rate (or the test. The
computer next compares all remaining sampling
rate, tal,les whose specified sampling rate is less
than the selected mainframe rate against integer
submultiples (1 In ratios) of the mainframe rate,
so A n to assign subframe column depths to the
data cycle.
Subsequent iterations produce any neces-
sary upward adjustments in sampling frequency
of the remaining sampling rate tables until they
match rates which are integer submultiples of
the mainframev rate. Once all of the subcommu-
tation rates (subframe column depths) have been
established, the computer calculates the number
of required subframe columns for each rate (lower
than the mainframe rate), computes the mainframe
length and develops the hardware word rate re-
quirements. This algorithm accounts for the
number of mainframe parameter time slots, the
total number of subframe columns, and the num-
ber of synchronization/sub(rarne ID counter/
overhead words necessary to produce the main-
frame length. Calculated word rate requirements
not snatching software programmable hardware
word rates or other hardware , istrictions (such
as a mainframe length not exceeding IRIG re-
quirements of 2048 bits maximum) result in
upward readjustment of all sample rate tables
until hardware requirements are satisfied.
Finally, the computer produces paper
tapes which can be used to document the sampling
format information and to load the DMPS format
memory for the test. Typical documentation and
listings of the format generation program are
presented in Figure 21 (a 3-part figure). The
important consideration in this area relates to;
(1) the need for rigid configuration control of
software controlled variables and. (2) ease in
modifying the sampling formats from test to test
so that the unforeseen variables and iterations
integral to a research program can be accom-
modated with minimum impact on the total amount
of archivable data collected.
SOME STATISTICS OF AMES' DATA SYSTEMS
Data gathering systems at Ames may be
classified in three major categories; (1) low speed
(1 to 40 SPS), (2) medium speed (40 to I K SPS),
and (3) high speed (above 2K SPS). In addition,
these classifications may be further described as
non-cortiputer or computer-controlled. Over the
period of years (from 1956 to 1975) the cost per
channel for these systems have decreased dramati-
caliy. Figure 22 presents graphs of the cost per
channel for low speed systems (from 1957 to 1975)
and for high speed data systems (1960 to 1975).
The low speed Austin system cost about
$740 per channel, while the current day equivalent
system costs $8S per channel. These systems
differ radically, however. in capability and pro-
cessing power. The Austin system used a stepping
switch scanner as a multiplexer, a shaft angle
encoder for digitising, and printed out the data on
a keyboard (typewriterl type of printer, The Vidar
IDVM system uses a Reed relay scanner, an inte-
grating digital voltmeter, and a micro-processor
as a control element. It can support a wide range
of peripherals and provide real time linearization
and engineering unit conversion of parameters.
The costs per channel for a high speed
data system are based on actual dollars paid in
1960 for the Beckman System. which cost four
times as much as the current AIFTDS-4000 sys-
tems produced by Teledyne Controls. The front
and signal conditioning of the Beckman System
cost Ames about $1000 per channel while the
remaining $3000 per channel is attributed to the
cost of the control logic, ADC, input keyboard,
recording peripherals and systems engineering.
The signal conditioning cost for the current (1975)
AIFTDS-4000 hardware is about $500 per channel.
The other $500 in attributed to the other compon-
onts of the system and systems engineering. It
is interesting to note that the purchase price per
channel for signal conditioning over a fourteen
year period decreased by a factor of two in spite
of inflation erodii,g the value of the purchase
dollar. During this n air,e period end item hard-
ware costs for control logic and input/output
hardware decreased by a factor of six while labor
costs increased dramatically. This dichotomy
was Rude possible by MSI and LSI logic which
provides orders of magnitude more circuits per
production labor dollar.
Figure 23 is a bar graph showing the
increased performance in data system sampling
rates over the 1960 to 1975 period. In 1960, the
sampling rate for "high speed" systems were
2. 5K SPS while in 1975 the "high speed" system
sampling rates are about 300K SPS. For the
samrn period the signal bandwidths studied were
30Hz maximum in 1960 and 40 KHr for 1974.
Digital resolution of evatems over this same
period remained constant at about one part in
10, 000. This means that the design goals and
performance increase greatly over the fourteen
year period.
Figure 24 is a bar graph showing actual
dollars pr,id at the time of procurement per channel
per samples per second. The parameter dollars/
channel/sample/second is a measure of system
capability. The graph shows that there was about
a 10-fold decrease in dollars/channel/sample/
second over the first seven yearn and another
decrease of 20-fold for the next seven years,
producing a total decrease of 200 times over the
fourteen year period starting in 1960. One con-
clusion which may be drawn from these statistics
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is that the performance of the current data gather.
ing systems represent a quantum change for the
buying dollars.
Sot­ ii other statistics of the revolution in
data gathering systems which may be of interest.
are those relating to the biannual expenditure of
dollars for both the data gathering system and
maintenance during the twelve year period span-
ning 1963 to 1974. Figure Z5 presents two graphs
showing the total dollars and the running average
dollars spent each year by An es on data gathering
systems. The data, averaged over two year in•
tervals to account for late reporting. shows about
a 20% rate of increase over the 12 year period.
The running average of the yearly expenditures
represents the cost averaged over C.s preceding
yearn. The first six years shows about a 1S%
increase while the last six years shows about a
6 076 increase in dollar expenditures. The running
average is a lower boun(...ry on the expenditures.
Maintenance costs over the perlod of 1964
to 1974 are shown by the graphs presented on
Figure 26. The dollar expenditure averaged over
a two year period, which accounts for late report-
ing, showlt about 15"/s increase per year from 1965
to 1974. The )ump in maintenance costs (about
3 11n,is the 1965 expenditures) was about the time
co. , m uter data systems were procured. The
average dollar expenditures graph shows about an
d"b increase per year and places a lower boundary
on the expenditures for maintenance. One con-
clusion which may be drawn from the latter statis-
tics are that computer data gathering systems
represent a large investment for the user, and
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that software cuts (as were shown on Figure 13)
are a large investment for both the industry and
the user. Therefore, it is advantageous to both
the industry and the user to make every effort to
optimize the dollars spent on data gathering sys-
tems. This means that the user community as
well as industry should produce a standard soft-
ware /hardware I/O specification for data systems.
SYSTEMS OF THE 1980's
The distributed systems concept will most
certainly spread in acceptability in the next decade.
This prediction may be made quite confidently
based on two recent events; dramat . cally reduced
costs for core and semiconductor memory and,
multiple source introduction of the micropr -;essor.
Along with these major events are the introduction
of more powerful minicomputers with high speed
multibus architecture.
The microprocessor (µP) with its low cost
should cause a revolution in peripheral hardware
design, especially those peripherals which require
a lot of servicing from the CPU to perform their
function. By incorporating the microprocessor
and some memory in the peripheral the CPU ser-
vicing of hardware can be off-,oaded to the peri-
pheral, leaving the minicomputer with more time
for the task of number crunching necessary in
real time preprocessing and display.
The small size of the µ P inakes it ideal
for incorporation in small remotely located ac-
quisition units. It can off-load the rea! time tanks
of the system's minicomputer (which in this appli-
cation becomes essentially a Medicated large •cal*
computer system). For example. in the 40' a 80'
Wind Tunnel, a Y P in one of the On- hoard remote
units could calculate true airspeed and true ankle
of attack in real time so that it can be displayed In
real time to the experimenter in the control room.
As more contidence is obtained by the data
user In the computer controlled data gathering
system (by continuous reliable operation), it will
evolve that the data gathering system can be used
to control wind tunnel performance. The ultimate
efficiency of the tunnel will be realized when the
model, the model's controls and the tunnel's con-
trols all become integrated as a single system.
Distributed dedicated computers (and pf" s) will
give the system, the degree of reliability mandatory
for this goal to become a reality.
CONCLUSION
It appears that the most cost effective and
reliable data gathering systems are those of the
distributed computer concept using multibus.
computer controlled architecture. More powerful
minicomputers will permit more real time pro-
cessing and will ultimately permit data reduction
to be performed off-line by the data gathering
system.
In the area of software it is apparent there
in a great need within industry to not standards
for the software related structure. This would
include:
• Basic Instructions/Addressing
• !.lonitor Services
• Utility Services
• 1/0 Driver Standards
• Iligl 1 vel Language Syntax. Compiler and
Ilea	 .,e Operating System
• \1inimum On-Line Health Checks
• %lir...num Off-Line Diagnostics
• Minimum System Verification Software
All efforts should be made to optimize the
high level language, compiler and real time oper-
ating system so as to minimize machine language
code. In addition, a minimurr, not of standard
diagnostics should be developed by the industry
and user community in order to minimize the
mean time to repair so that maintenance costs
can be reduced. This set of diagnostics may be
in the form of real time dynamic execution under
the real time operating eystem. Another set of
standard software which should be developed is
system verification software package that deter-
mines the integrity of the system at a higher
level than detail diagnostics. This latter software
package should be made part of the real time soft-
uare.
Finally, another factor of growing concern
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is that ul nuftware documentation and the need to
ootablish suteae nAnlmum standards for software
ducumontattun which f dl minimize the cunt of
aysteno evulutiun. It is essential that software
cunflguratiun control end documentation be brought
up to a quality" level cutsamonsurate with that
achiovod b+y., the hard%aro cumnounity. The im-
purtaneu and soriuusaess urthis problem might
he oust illustrated b; relating to Stunehedge as
nn exaMplu of the unducunaonted computer pro-
gram@.
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